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===========================================
1. Model Details

Original 3D models of NSW Housing Commission Fibro Cottages - by Brian Bere-Streeter - Email:  bbss@bigpond.net.au

Originally, these models were built principally for use in Peter Newell's 'Coals to Newcastle' route, and subsequently for my own 'Main Illawarra' route - they have also been given to several other Australian route builders.

As I have been impressed by Russell Beer's initiative in setting up a new Australian MSTS Forum, and particularly his initiative in starting up a series of tutorials for new users, to enable them to build their own new routes, and gain new skills with MSTS, I am allowing these models to be publicly released on The Australian MSTS Workshops Forum, so that the new route building tutorials will have a range of reasonable models available, to position during the route building instructionals.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the decade immediately after WW2, Australia in general, but NSW in particular, suddenly faced a massive demand for new housing, not only for Australian War Veterans returning home (many with 'war brides' ), but an ever increasing volume of immigrants settling in Australia from war-torn Europe and Asia. As one answer to the crisis, the NSW Housing Commission, designed a series of basic two-bedroom cottages, made with Fibro walls and corrugated iron roofs. These were erected in 'untold' thousands all over NSW, mostly in newly created 'mini-estates' - the designs were similar, but in left-handed and right-handed versions - the only real concession to individuality, was the roof colours varied from green or red or silver, with the walls in an off-white or cream colour. Initially, the cottages were only available to rent through the Housing Commission, but after the main housing crisis was accommodated, the Housing Commission allowed long-term tenants to purchase 'their' house. Within another decade or so, the 'purchased' houses started to show various extensions and improvements, and new colour schemes, and the rather bland 'sameness' started to lose its grip on these estates.

The 'estates' were usually made as a series of four to six parallel streets with cottages on both sides, and cross-streets in a ‘square’ grid pattern. Usually near the centre of the 'estate' a rectangular plot of land with streets on at least three sides was left open as a 'local park' - with numerous trees, and often had children's swings, etc. Also on one side of the 'estate', often directly opposite the 'park', a small block of four to eight 'local corner style' shops were often built to service the 'estate' in basic commodities, eg, grocer shop, fruit and vegetable shop, butcher shop, fish shop, bread and cake shop, often a newsagent or local post office, etc. The enclosed plan shows a typical 'Housing Commission estate' - this is based on a similar layout to the one I lived in, except the parallel streets are longer and the 6 blocks I show here, were typically 12 or 18 houses long between cross-streets.

Although mostly built in formed 'estates', the housing crisis was such, that if no suitable land was available to build an entire estate in a particular locality, the Housing Commission sometimes sought out a series of vacant blocks in existing residential streets. So, it is not uncommon to find a 'block' of maybe 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 HC cottages built together in an existing residential area, completely isolated from any other nearby HC 'estates'.

The 3 and 6 block shapes also incorporate a grassy textured ‘ground plate’, fences, driveways, ‘tin’ garages and outside dunnies – they are designed to fit on relatively flat terrain – if there is some slight undulating terrain, you may have to manually adjust the terrain heights to match the edge of the ‘ground plate’ to fit. I have also included a few individual cottages, for placement anywhere in your route – these have brick foundations extending below the general ground level, so that they can be placed on sloping ground – use the centre steps as the datum level when settling the cottages into the terrain.

These models are based specifically on post-war NSW Housing Commission designs, (I lived in one of these from 1948 to 1960 – the green roofed right-hand verandah type) but I am sure that similar houses could also be found in other States of Australia. I have built the models with a low polygon count to help the video frame rates.

===========================================
2. Installation Notes

Make back-up copies of your shapes and textures folders and your REF file, leaving them as "Copy of..." is fine.

Copy and paste the .s and .sd shape files into the Shape folder in your route.

Copy and paste the .ace texture files into the Textures folder in your route.

Open the REF file in your route with Notepad.  Copy and paste the following at the bottom of the entries in your REF file:


Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-HC-FibroLHGreen.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-Housing" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-HC-FibroLHGreen" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-HC-FibroLHRed.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-Housing" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-HC-FibroLHRed" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-HC-FibroLHSilver.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-Housing" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-HC-FibroLHSilver" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-HC-FibroRHGreen.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-Housing" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-HC-FibroRHGreen" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-HC-FibroRHRed.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-Housing" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-HC-FibroRHRed" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-HC-FibroRHSilver.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-Housing" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-HC-FibroRHSilver" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-3Block-HC-Fibro-Green.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-HousingBlocks" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-3Block-HC-Fibro-Green" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-3Block-HC-Fibro-Red.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-HousingBlocks" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-3Block-HC-Fibro-Red" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-6Block-HC-Fibro-Green.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-HousingBlocks" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-6Block-HC-Fibro-Green" )
)
Static   (
Filename        ( "BBS-6Block-HC-Fibro-Red.s" )
Class           ( "BBS-HousingBlocks" )
Align           ( None )
Description     ( "BBS-6Block-HC-Fibro-Red" )
)


This works fine in my route but... If you make a mistake or the building does not work in your route you can always delete the REF file, Shape and Texture folders and remove the "Copy of..." from the copies you made.


===========================================
3.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These MSTS models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This model is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liablity 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this model;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2001-2007

              * 3D Model: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2008
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2008
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
=========================================================================


